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Peter and Henry are members of one of the Reformed Churches of America. In their 

church there are no “official” denominational periodicals; none of their church papers are 

controlled in management and content by Synodical deputies and representatives. The papers in 

their church are not censured as to content; all articles are placed, providing they are written in a 

decent language. And every contributor, whether co-editors or others, are solely responsible for 

the contents of their writings. 

That is the status quo of all their church periodicals. 

This status quo had never been questioned in the past; fact is, that it had been taken rather 

for granted. The real boon of “free voice in the church” had not really been appreciated for what 

it is worth. That this type of “church paper” really constituted the only real and genuine kind of 

Open Forum was not clearly seen. 

But things had changed just a bit. There was a clamor for a more “censured type” of 

church magazine. Voices were rising for more than publication control by the boards; the latter 

desired control of contents. Was not the publication of the magazines the duty of the Publication 

Committee, after all. And should not articles be censured which the board judged were either not 

to the point, or probably even detrimental? 

This trend of matters caused Peter and Henry to discuss the question of Free Voice in 

God’s Church. Peter could see practical wisdom in a more tightly controlled paper under the 

censorship of a publications committee. Henry, on the other hand, sees only dangerous pitfalls in 

such control and sees in it the beginning of the end of really free speech He is thoroughly 

convinced that the churches should not move in that direction at all. 

It is a beautiful summer day. Peter and Henry are engaged in animated discussion of this 

question of official control by boards of the publication of religious papers. 

Peter, who favors control by boards for practical reasons, finds that there should be 

some last court of appeal to decide which articles may appear, and what the editors and co-

editors are permitted to write and not to write. And in such a way the interest of the majority may 

best be served. Besides if a board has to publish a given magazine, they ought to be considered 

the logical body for such control of the contents of the paper. All editors and co-editors should 

write subject to the censorship of such a board. 

Against all this Henry has very serious objections. In the first place, because a board is as 

fallible in its judgment as the editors; both must be subject in the last analysis to the truth of 

God’s Word and to the Three Forms of Unity in a truly Reformed church. It is Henry’s 

conviction that the basis of all activity in God’s Church is trust, confidence in each other. That 

anyone who is of good repute, a responsible man or woman, should be chosen to write. Such a 

writer must have the natural ability, plus being sound in faith and upright in walk. 

Secondly, although it is granted that every writer is fallible in his judgment and can err in 

his observation, that the same must be held for boards. This is simply a truism, borne out by the 

hard facts of life. Also from this viewpoint Henry feels that, nothing is gained in the service of 

the truth by board control. 

Thirdly, Henry is certain that such control makes for the loss of real freedom of speech, it 

only allows for the wish of a board, who at best can hardly serve as the proponents of free 

speech, and at their worst simply become a hierarchical group in the church. And, therefore, such 



a board should never be granted such far-reaching power. 

And, finally, in the present set-up the “Open Forum” has real value, for now the papers 

are a truly Open Forum. It should not be forgotten that such Open Forum is a priceless boon, 

purchased often at a great price of sweat, blood and tears. And as long as love for the truth reigns 

in our hearts and is received by a church nothing can be dangerous. And if this love is gone, no 

board control can save the day! 

Such is Henry’s conviction. 

Peter does not yet see this clearly, but he grants that Henry has given him food for 

thought. The matter is too serious to be slighted. 
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